2004 ford taurus maf sensor

For more information go to It enhances the performance by helping avoid rough idle, poor
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Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Mass Air Flow Sensor part. Showing 1 - 6 of 6 results. Sort by:.
Part Number: Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: A Page 1 of 1 Showing
1 - 6 of 6 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Since , Standar Jun 13, I
bought a remanufactured MAF. It was the least expensive way to go and I figured that to
remanufacture you had to bench test the product. The MAF came with a few scratches but it
works great and it's been six months since I installed it. Purchased on Nov 22, Helpful
Automotive Resources. The PCM uses a closed-loop air-fuel metering system and monitors the
heated oxygen sensor signal voltage. It utilizes various data from the sensors in the car, such
as the oxygen sensors, manifold absolute pressure. Bank 1 refers to the side of the engine
where the cylinder 1 is located. The PCM collects data from this sensor to help determine the
amount of fuel needed by the engine at a given time. The right air-to-fuel ratio is essential to
achieving optimal engine performance. Some of the most common air flow sensor problems
include: Illuminated Check Engine Light. In most cases, the device sends a 5-volt reference
voltage to the IAT sensor, a thermistor whose electrical resistance changes according to the.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. It uses a hot wire element
to measure the amount of air entering the engine. The element is cooled as air passes over it,
and this information is converted into an electronic pulse to be relayed to the on-board
computer, which can then calculate fuel injection functions. If you suspect a malfunction in this
system, check both the MAF sensor and its power supply. Turn the ignition on but do not start
the engine. Raise the vehicle's hood and prop it open. Locate the MAF sensor's electrical
connector on the air intake duct in the front, center of the engine. Disconnect the electrical
connector from the MAF sensor. On the harness side of the connector attach the negative probe
of a voltmeter into the terminal marked GND. If voltage is not recorded there is a disconnect
between the battery and sensor harness. Reconnect the electrical connector into the MAF
sensor. Use straight-pins to back-probe the terminals marked SIG and GND; insert the pin into
the back to the connector until it contacts the desired terminal. Connect the positive probe of a
voltmeter onto the pin in the terminal marked SIG, and the negative probe to the pin in the GND
terminal. Have an assistant start the engine and allow it to idle. The voltmeter should record
between 0. Raise the engine speed. If the MAF electrical connector is functioning there should
be a steady fluctuation in the signal voltage up to around 2 volts. Turn the engine and ignition
off. Take a reading from the ohmmeter -- damage to the hot wire element will be indicated by an
open circuit. Born and educated in the United Kingdom, he holds a Bachelor of Science degree
in psychology from the University of Glamorgan. The Readout image by Cinneman from Fotolia.
Step 1 Turn the ignition on but do not start the engine. Step 2 Disconnect the electrical
connector from the MAF sensor. Step 3 Reconnect the electrical connector into the MAF sensor.
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Sale. Tracy answered 6 years ago. Bryan answered 6 years ago. GuruY96G6 answered 3 years
ago. GuruCY4VP answered 2 years ago. Year ford taurus sedan engine parts compadable with
ford taurus sedan engine parts, like the fuel pressure regulstor or sensor? Abs also the air
intake hose? I have recently bought a Ford Taurus SE. The back of my car, near the rear license
plates, has a set of three screw holes on either side of my license plate. They're too far apart to
have been I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
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Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford Taurus
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Whether your Ford, Mercury or Lincoln car has a MAF sensor with 4 or 6 wires
coming out of the connector their circuits share the circuit descriptions. In the photo above you
can see a 4 wire MAF sensor. You'll notice that the photos above and below have the MAF
connectors lettered A thru' F If you look closely at the MAF sensor housing, you'll see these
letters on it too. I'll be using these letters for the circuit descriptions. Using a wire-piercing
probe is the most effective and easy way of getting to the MAF signal, since you don't risk
damaging the female terminals of the connector by probing them directly. If you need to see
what this tool looks like, click here: Wire-Piercing Probe. Independent of the method you use, be
careful not to damage the wire or the female terminal. Take all safety precautions. Another
important thing to note is that the color of the wires coming out of your Ford, Lincoln or
Mercury car or truck does not matter. OK, you're gonna' start by checking the basics. After that,
we'll test the actual performance of the MAF sensor as the engine is running. Use a digital
multimeter for all tests where a multimeter is called for. The MAF sensor produces an analog
voltage signal. Now, when testing this voltage signal, the important thing to know is not an
actual Volts number at a specific RPM, but to look for crazy and extreme fluctuations in the
voltage signal that do not correspond to the actual air intake RPM's of the engine or no signal at
all. For example: If at Idle the voltage reading starts to spike up and down without you
accelerating the engine or if there's no signal at all. Ford Ignition System Circuit Diagram 4. All
Tutorials: 4. Melvin Udall: Some have great stories, pretty stories that take place at lakes with
boats and friends and noodle salad. Just no one in this car. But, a lot of people, that's their
story. Good times, noodle salad. What makes it so hard is not that you had it bad, but that
you're that pissed that so many others had it good As Good As It Gets. This material may not be
reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:.
Ford Vehicle:. Mercury Vehicles:. Lincoln Vehicles:. Mazda Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or
you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. This contamination will rob you of gas mileage
and performance. Avoid physically touching them, like with a cotton swab, since this could
break the hot wires. TIP 2: Do not use carburetor spray cleaner or brake cleaner. Both of these
are very harsh solvents and can damage the inner circuitry of the MAF sensor and now you'll
have a bad MAF sensor on your hands this I can vouch for from personal experience. TIP 3: Do
not use gasoline. Gasoline will leave a petroleum residue on the hot wires and this residue will
attract more dirt like a magnet to metal , not to mention that gasoline is just too dangerous to
use as a cleaner. I've always thought the CRC MAF sensor cleaner a tad too expensive but it
beats using something unapproved and frying the MAF sensor and so on occasion, I have also
used a regular electronics spray cleaner from my local Radio Shack or Fry's electronics store
with the same success. In knowing the exact amount of air entering the engine, the PCM can
now calculate the correct amount of fuel to inject into every cylinder. When the mass air flow
sensor on your Ford car pick up, van, mini-van or SUV starts to get dirty, the dirt technically
called: contamination starts to interfere with the way the MAF sensor measures the incoming
air. Thus a dirty contaminated MAF sensor still creates a signal but it's a MAF signal that is not
conveying the correct amount of air that's entering the engine. And so the PCM does not inject
the correct amount of fuel for the true amount of air entering the engine. All Articles: 4. I like the
whooshing sound they make as they fly by. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Well, this article will help you to clean your mass
airflow sensor in a step by step fashion. Contents of this tutorial:. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:
Aerostar 3. Ford Vehicles: Contour 2. Ford Vehicles: E, E, E 4. Ford Vehicles: F, F, F 4. Ford
Vehicles: Ranger 2. Ford Vehicles: Thunderbird 3. Mercury Vehicles: Mountaineer 4. Mercury
Vehicles: Sable 3. Lincoln Vehicles: Continental 3. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned
from the site! Testing the Ford mass air flow MAF sensor on all of the Ford, Lincoln and Mercury
cars and trucks is a very simple test that can be done without a scan tool. All you need is a
multimeter. I recommend using a digital multimeter but an analog multimeter can also be used.
Ford has used a Hot-Wire type mass air flow sensor for many years that either comes with or
without an internal air temperature sensor. If the MAF sensor has 6 wires, then this is a dead
giveaway that it has the air temp sensor integrated inside. If the Ford MAF sensor on your car
has 4 wires, then it does not have an air temp sensor integrated within it the air temp sensor will
be somewhere on the air duct that connects the MAF sensor to the throttle body or somewhere

on the intake manifold. These come in either a black or light gray body and with 6 or 4 wires in
the connector. Regardless of what color body the MAF sensor has or the amount of wires in the
connector, they are all tested in the same way! This is not the most definitive list on the subject,
but does cover the majority of symptoms I've seen on these types of Ford mass air flow
sensors:. The most common fix I've performed on the majority of MAF sensor problems on
Fords have been cleaning it. Now, the symptoms that accompany a dirty contaminated Ford
MAF sensor are not that harsh or noticeable on engine performance of course this is not an
absolute truth. What I mean is that a dirty MAF sensor doesn't wreak a lot of havoc on the car or
truck. Well, this MAF sensor easily becomes contaminated with dirt and stuff from the air filter
not performing its job or the box that holds the air filter is broken or not sealing correctly. All it
takes is to remove the two torx head screws that hold it in place and spray-clean the two
hot-wires with a MAF sensor Cleaner. The second most common problem I have encountered
on most Fords Mercurys and Lincolns over the years is air leaks between the MAF sensor and
the throttle body. It is crucial, yes very critical that you first check that there are no air leaks
between these two. Air entering after the mass air flow sensor into the engine will negatively
impact fuel injection. And will skew the results of your tests which could result in the
replacement of a good MAF and in the process throwing money away. How do you check for air
leaks? With your eyes and hands. That's right, no special tools required. Ford Ignition System
Circuit Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4. This material may not be reproduced without the author's
consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases
from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in
bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle.
Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Ford Vehicle:. Mercury Vehicles:.
Lincoln Vehicles:. Mazda Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site!
Hate Spam. The PCM uses this input to calculate engine load. The hot wire MAF has two
sensing wires. One wire is heated and the other is not. Whenever the temperature difference
between the two sensing wires changes, the MAF will either increase or decrease the current to
the heated wire. This equates to more air into the engine or less air into the engine. There are a
number of driveability issues that arise from faulty MAF sensors. These symptoms indicate a
MAF that has a contaminated hot wire. The contamination can come in the form of spider webs,
potting compound from the MAF sensor itself, dirt that gets attached to oil on the MAF from an
over-oiled aftermarket air filter, and more. Anything that acts like insulation to the hot wire will
cause this type of issue. The fix is as simple as cleaning the MAF sensor with an approved
cleaner, which the technicians at YourMechanic can do for you if they determine that this is the
root problem. A MAF sensor that continuously over-reports or under-reports airflow into the
engine will cause an engine to run rich or lean. If the engine control system is working correctly,
you will probably never notice this except for a change in fuel economy. A trained technician
will have to look at fuel trim status with the use of a scan tool to verify this. A MAF sensor that
behaves like this will require replacement. Before replacing the sensor, however, the rest of the
circuit should be checked for proper operation. If the circuit has an issue, replacing the sensor
will not solve your problem. This prevents the PCM from accurately controlling fuel, which will
result in an engine that either will idle roughly or not at all. Obviously, replacing the MAF sensor
is needed in this case. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Vehicle
Engine Mechanical Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including
diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with
all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U.
Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Vehicle Engine Mechanical Inspection Cost. Service
Location. Runs rich at idle or lean under load These symptoms indicate a MAF that has a
contaminated hot wire. Constantly runs rich or lean A MAF sensor that continuously
over-reports or under-reports airflow into the engine will cause an engine to run rich or lean.
Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should
be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto
Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Vehicle Engine Mechanical
Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. AL 12 years of experience. Request AL.
Al was great, professional, very thorough , most of all very honest and does great work. Highly
recommend! Very friendly and knowledgable. Did a good job of explaining the problem and
making sure I understood. Shawn 23 years of experience. Request Shawn. Looking forward to
future assistance! He was very thorough and well knowledgeable of the work. Raymond 37
years of experience. Request Raymond. Talent and passion for what you do in any field is
critical, Raymond seems to have both. I have dealt with many Mechanics in my day Raymond is
one of the best. Thank you sir. Rusty 23 years of experience. Request Rusty. Great overall
impressions. Vechile is driveable and runs terrific now. Need Help With Your Car? Related

articles. Read more. How to Buy a Good Quality Oxygen Sensor Oxygen Oxygen sensors help
your vehicle control both the fuel and ignition systems, making it a critical component to ensure
your car is running and starting smoothly. The highe
meyers snow plows wiring diagrams
ford e350 trailer wiring diagram
arisaka type 99 parts diagram
st tech cars can contain miles of electrical wiring. Wires must be secured and protected from
heat and debris in order to work properly. Related questions Where is the camshaft sensor
located on a Corolla? Hi there - with the hood open, face the "nose" of the engine accessory
belt end from the passenger side of the vehicle. The cam position sensor is behind the timing
belt cover on the "nose" of the engine, near After doing some research, the only thing I found
that has only two wires to a connector in the back of your motor is the evaporative control
valve. The CHT is in the front of the motor and this engine No start without starting fluid. Hi
there. As long as your fuel pressure is at or above 50 psi then the fuel system should not be the
issue. Most of the time this is caused by a bad crankshaft position sensor. This sensor will stop
Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Mechanical Inspection today! Vehicle
Engine Mechanical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ.

